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Abstract: Periodic systems of magnetic nanoparticles are now of interest as they support GHz spin
waves. Their equilibrium configurations, switchable with the external magnetic field, are crucial for
such applications. We study infinite and finite chains of particles of two shapes (i) ellipsoidal and (ii)
rectangular stripes with long axes perpendicular to the chain axis. A variable magnetic field is applied
parallel to the long axes. Micromagnetic simulations are compared with the corresponding discrete
spin models (Stoner-Wohlfarth model, S-W). An antiferromagnetic configuration is the ground state
for all the systems at vanishing field but a ferromagnetic configuration occurs when the field is
strong enough. The switching of the infinite chains to the reversed ferromagnetic configuration
proceeds directly for the ellipsoids and by an intermediate configuration, in which the magnetization
within the particle is non-uniform, in the case of the stripes. The non-uniform configurations are
well represented by tilted states in S-W model. Important differences are found in the finite analogs:
the switching of ellipsoids becomes multistage and starts from the innermost particles relatively well
reproduced with S-W model, whereas the reversal of the stripes, starts from the outermost particles
and has no analog in S-W model. Practical consequences of the findings are discussed.

Keywords: macrospins; GHz magnetic waveguides; micromagnetic simulation; Stoner-Wohlfarth
model; switching mechanism; multistage switching; tilted configuration

1. Introduction

Nanoparticle arrays are now patterned more and more precisely with various methods, such as
sub-micron sphere self-assembly lithography techniques [1–5], selective ion irradiation [6–9] and film
growth technologies [10,11]. Ferromagnetic nanomaterials are of special interest due to their potential
application in magnetic data storage and spintronic devices, such as MRAM, microwave oscillators,
magnetic nanosensors [12–21].

When formed into elongated shapes the ferromagnetic nanoparticles behave in many instances
like single spins, called macrospins [22], due to the shape anisotropy that favors the magnetization
orientation along the particles’ long axes. The organization of the individual spins in our macrospins
is somewhat analogous to the parallel arrangement of the individual spins in some molecular
magnets [23–25]. Monodomain ferromagnetic particles, tractable as macrospins, are particularly
precious in the area of spintronics because the eigenfrequencies of such particles lie in the GHz region.
Periodic arrangements of such particles constitute waveguides for the spin waves propagating in
the same frequency range [26,27]. A separate research area concerns magnonic structures [28,29],
characterized with one or more stop bands, in analogy to photonics [30].

The spin waves are in fact small deviations from equilibrium configurations. The latter are stable,
i.e., are ground states, or metastable, when they correspond to local minima of energy. The equilibrium
configurations can be controlled with external stimuli, the magnetic field being the most natural one.
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In this paper we present the evolution of configurations of the most representative one-dimensional
waveguide systems, infinite and finite, of ferromagnetic particles under a variable magnetic field.
The main effect is the switching of the magnetization. The systems considered: elongated stripes and
ellipsoids, consist of nanoparticles that favor the magnetization perpendicular to the chain due to their
shape anisotropy. The shapes are, thus, elongated perpendicular to the chains. A common property of
all such systems is that their most stable configuration is an antiferromagnetic (AF) one. This follows
from the fact that the interparticle forces are dipolar, favoring antiparallel alignment of the nearest
neighboring moments. However, when subjected to external magnetic field the systems transit to a
ferromagnetic (FM) order. The recovery of the stable AF configuration then is rather improbable [26].
Instead a number of rather complex configurations is observed in some analogy to magnetic ice in
spite of the fact that no geometric frustration is imposed by the system geometry [31–33].

We compare reliable but time consuming micromagnetic simulations with the simplest possible
models. The simplest approximation of a macrospin is to replace it with a point-like dipole and to put
it in a local potential constructed so as to reflect the shape anisotropy of the particle being modelled.
This is an extended discrete dipole approximation [34,35]. The addition of the shape anisotropy to the
discrete dipole approximation transform it into Stoner-Wohlfarth model [36,37].

In Section 2 we present the models and the approximations adopted. Section 3 gathers the results
obtained for the infinite chains and analogous chains with seven and eight macrospins. A qualitative
difference, a better adequacy of the S-W model in the case of ellipsoids and prospects for the simplest
models for arbitrary shapes are discussed in Section 4.

2. The Models

2.1. Different Shapes with the Same Shape Anisotropy

The systems under study are depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1a,b illustrate a sequence of elongated
macrospins adsorbed on a flat nonmagnetic substrate. Two different shapes are considered: rectangular
stripes Figure 1a and ellipsoids Figure 1b. The sizes of the particles are selected so that the shape
anisotropies be identical in the quadrupolar approximation. The linear dimensions of the stripes are
350, 5000 and 30 nm (width x, length y, thickness z), whereas the semi axes of the ellipsoids are 175,
2500 and 15 nm. Thus, every ellipsoid is the maximum-volume ellipsoid inscribed in the rectangular
parallelepiped of the stripe. The separations of the stripes and ellipsoids along the chain are 100 nm.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the models used: (a) stripes, (b) ellipsoids and (c) S-W discrete approximation.
Green and blue colors in (a,b) correspond to the magnetization upwards and downwards, respectively.

The magnetic parameters correspond to permalloy Ni80Fe20 material: saturation magnetization
Ms = 890 kA/m and exchange stiffness parameter A = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m [38]. The material being
magnetically isotropic (no magnetocrystalline anisotropy [39–41]) the only source of anisotropy here is
the shape anisotropy. Consequently, the ground state of a single isolated macrospin corresponds to the
magnetization being preferentially oriented along the longest axis of the shape. When arranged into the
chains the macrospins exhibit the ground state in which the magnetizations of the neighboring particles
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are opposite. This configuration is legitimately called antiferromagnetic (AF) and is represented in
Figure 1a,b by the green (up) and blue (down) colors. A magnetic field is assumed to be applied to
the chains in the y-direction, i.e., parallel to the long axes of the shapes. The appropriate equilibrium
configuration at every given field intensity is found by minimization of the magnetic energy with the
use of the software MuMax3 [42,43]. It includes the isotropic exchange interactions between all the
5 nm × 5 nm × 5 nm voxels within every particle and the dipolar interactions between all the voxels of
the system.

2.2. Point-Dipole Reduced Model

The reduction of the shapes to the point like-dipoles is known as the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [36,37].
In this approximation the whole dipole moment of a macrospin is concentrated at one point. This is
schematized in Figure 1c. The total energy in the S-W model reads:

E =
∑

k

EA
k + EZ

k +
∑

l

ED
kl

, (1)

where the one-particle terms EA
k and EZ

k correspond to the anisotropy and Zeeman contributions:

EA
k =

µ0M2
s V

2

(
Nxm2

x + Nym2
y + Nzm2

z

)
, (2)

and:
EZ

k = −V Ms
→

B m̂, (3)

with the kth particle volume being V, the particle’s saturation magnetization Ms. The unit vector
m̂ =

(
mx, my, mz

)
indicates the spatial orientation of the dipole moment of the kth particle.

The only two-particle contribution originates from interparticle dipole-dipole interactions:

ED
kl = (VMs)

2 µ0

4π|r|3
(m̂k·m̂l − 3(m̂k·r̂)(m̂l·r̂)), (4)

where |r| is the separation of the dipoles, and µ0 is the vacuum permeability. To represent the shapes
described in Section 2.1. we take the demagnetizing factors of Equation (2) as:

Ny ≈ 0, Nz = 0.892 and Nx = 1−Nz = 0.108 (5)

The anisotropy parameters are, thus, the same as for the stripes and ellipsoids. In fact, in this
approach the difference between stripes and ellipsoids reduces to a difference in the net dipole moment
of the point-like dipole.

In modelling of the infinite chains, the question of the long-range nature of the dipole-dipole
interactions (Equation (4)) should be tackled. In the present calculations the largest range included is
up to the 7th nearest neighbor. Thus, the finite systems, counting up to eight members are treated with
the machine accuracy and the infinite show an error not exceeding

∑
∞

k=8
1
k3 = 0.0089 < 1%. This is

comparable to the accuracy defined in MuMax.

3. Results

3.1. Infinite Systems

In the discrete S-W model the sequence of configurations crucially depends on the ratio of the
anisotropy parameters to the dipolar moment involved in the interparticle interactions.

In Figure 2a,b one can see the evolution of the magnetization in infinite chains under the external
applied field B in the S-W model. The evolution starts from the ground state, i.e., AF configuration at
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B = 0 mT. With increasing field, the system switches abruptly to the FM configuration. With subsequently
decreasing the field the behavior differs qualitatively for both systems. There is a direct switching to
the reverse FM for the ellipsoid case and a progressive switching in the stripe case. The sequence is
illustrated in Figure 2c. A particularity of the sequence is the occurrence of a tilted configuration in
which the dipoles subtend an acute angle with the chain axis. The passage from the FM configuration
(A) to the tilted one goes through a continuous phase transition or spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The passage recovering the AF configuration at point (B) is, on the contrary, discontinuous, i.e., the tilted
configuration loses its stability at the presence of a deeper minimum of energy as it is shown in Figure 3a.
The tilted configuration has been reported in [35], without however the discontinuous transitions,
the deficiency being a result of the neglect of the anisotropy terms.
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Figure 3. Magnetization sequence under the applied magnetic field in infinite chains of (a) stripes,
(b) ellipsoids treated with micromagnetic simulations. Panels (c,d) illustrate magnetization maps for
stripes and ellipsoids, respectively.

For comparison we show in Figure 3 the magnetization sequence for more realistic micromagnetic
counterparts of the stripes and ellipsoids. In spite of the differences some features of the behavior
are similar. The ellipsoids switch directly between opposite FM configurations whereas the stripes
exhibit an intermediate state marked with a smoothly decreasing magnetization, without, however
recovery of the antiferromagnetic configuration. The decreasing magnetization corresponds here to a
non-uniform magnetization as it is seen in Figure 3c. In fact, the net magnetization of every stripe is
tilted as a result of an S-shaped inhomogeneity. An S-shape is best visible in panel Figure 3c at −22 mT;
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the magnetization is subsequently directed counting from below: right, upwards, right. Compared
with that the magnetization of the ellipsoids remains visibly uniform even close to the switching points.
In the Figure 3c,d the color code is the following: green up, violet down, red right and cyan left in
accordance with Hue Color Wheel.

Interesting evolution of magnetization is also visible in the passage from AF to FM for stripes.
Noteworthy is that the inhomogeneity then occurs at the stripe to-be reversed in contrast with the stripe
already in the “right” direction. The end “tongues” grow in volume and intensity when approaching
the instabilities.

The energies corresponding to the sequences from Figures 2 and 3 are compared in Figure 4.
One can see the continuous passage from FM to tilted configuration Figure 4a: a straight blue line
transforms into a curved cyan line. The corresponding part of Figure 4c is in fact also curved, although
to a very tiny extent. Additionally, no passage is visible from a straight line to the curved line
behavior indicating that the “tongues” at the extremities subsist until very strong external fields and
the saturation occurs but in infinity.
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3.2. Finite Chains

In practice all the nanoparticle systems are finite. We have studied two examples with even and
odd number of particles, N = 7 and N = 8. The numbers have been selected to visualize how symmetry
affects the end effects.

3.2.1. System of Seven Macrospins

The switching sequence turns out more involved than for infinite chain. Noteworthy is that for an
odd number of particles there are two antiferromagnetic configurations with the net magnetization
upwards (AF-u) and downwards (AF-d). As it is seen in Figure 5a,b the AF-u subsists to higher fields
than AF-d. This may reflect an easier reversal of the end macrospins as compared with the internal
ones. When starting from the ferromagnetic configuration, B > 0, an analog of the tilted configuration
occurs (Figure 5c configuration (C)) in the case of stripes. This time, however, the tilt angle grows
symmetrically from each end to the center of the chain. The reason for that is that the innermost
macrospin has the largest number of interacting neighbors so its behavior is closest to that in the infinite
chain in contrast with the end macrospin having only neighbors at one side. The most tilted macrospin
eventually initiates the reversal that leads to the configuration D with one reversed macrospin.
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Figure 5. Magnetization sequence under the applied magnetic field in a S-W model of (a) 7 stripes,
(b) 7 ellipsoids. The starting configuration for H = 0 is antiferromagnetic. Panel (c) represents the
stages of magnetization switching in the case of the stripes marked with the letters A, B, C, D, E and F.
Mind that configurations A and F are two variants of AF configuration with the net magnetization
upwards (AF-u) and downwards (AF-d), respectively.

We have studied the conditions for the tilted configuration as a function of the number of particles
in the chain for the parameters used here. The shortest chain showing a tilt is 5.

The switching of the ellipsoids in S-W approximation is much simpler with no intermediate stages
nor tilted configurations. The hysteresis loop then is squared Figure 5b.

Figure 6 illustrates analogous evolution of the system of seven stripes as modeled in micromagnetic
simulations. The switching of the AF-d configuration is slightly ahead of the AF-u as it is seen in
Figure 6b,c. The switching is two-stage and starts form the outermost unswitched macrospins.
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Figure 6. (a) Hysteresis loop for the system of seven stripes. The configuration sequence when starting
from (b) AFu and (c) AFd. (d) the sequence in the reversal of the FM configuration.

In contrast to the S-W model the same rule holds for the switching from the FM configuration.
The evolution is shown in Figure 6d. With decreasing field oriented upwards end “tongues” of tilted
spins appear on the generally parallel regions (green). The tongues grow when the field changes sign,
but they do not represent a tilt of the net magnetization (compare Figures 3c and 6d). They rather
resemble a C-shape (right from the central stripe) and inverted C (left). The C-shapes are most intense
at the extremities of the chain that explains the reversal sequence starting from the chain extremities.

The C-shaped inhomogeneity of magnetization does not produce a net deviation from the particle
axis (mind that red and blue regions compensate). Its lowest effect is of the second order and consist of
a reduction of the axial magnetization. This can be modelled assuming a macrospin magnetization
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being distensible around an equilibrium value lower than the uniform magnetization of the whole
particle. In the FM configuration the neighborhood of particles magnetized parallelwise tends to
reduce the magnetization, which tendency is the strongest in the center of the chain. The application of
a reverse field will preserve this tendency as long as the distensibility of the magnetization remains
linear, similar to the Hooke’s law. The question whether it is at all possible to model the real behavior
of the finite system of stripes with a one-spin S-W-like model with an appropriate nonlinearity is
open. Works are in progress on the minimal model of the phenomenon an alternative being a bi-spin
model discussed in [44]. The problem is simpler in the case of the ellipsoids, Figure 7. Only the
AFd configuration exhibits a two-stage reversal starting from the outermost macrospins (Figure 7a,c).
The configuration AFu, on the contrary, occurs in a single leap. The switching of the FM configuration
starts, like for seven stripes, from the innermost macrospins but no signs of inhomogeneity is seen in
the magnetization map (Figure 7d). The hysteresis loop (Figure 7a) is, consequently, square-like (not
rounded) similar to the S-W model.
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The energies of the particular configurations in the systems of seven macrospins treated with
the S-W model and in micromagnetic simulations are compared in Figure 8. One can appreciate a
relatively good adequacy of the S-W model in the case of the ellipsoids. Larger discrepancies occur
for the stripes, the most important being that the discrete spins show much broader range of the AF
configuration and transit from the FM configuration to the AF one at a still positive external field.
This indicates that the tilted configuration is less stable than the corresponding inhomogeneously
deformed configuration of the stripes.
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3.2.2. System of Eight Macrospins

Whereas the odd number of particles ensures a symmetry between the left and right terminations
of the chain in the AF configuration, an even number always results in opposite orientations of the
first and the last macrospin of the finite chain. Additionally, there is no central particle in the case
of an even number. To study the consequences of that we present here our results for the chain of
eight macrospins.

Figures 9–11 are analogous to Figures 6–8 but obtained for the system with eight particles. The fact
that the system is no more symmetric with respect to the central particle is best reflected in the AF→FM
switching. Interestingly, the switching starts from the outermost to-be-reversed macrospin but its
nearest parallel neighbor remains unreversed as the last one no matter at which end the extreme
to-be-reversed macrospin lies. In Figure 10b we show the case of the rightmost macrospin being
reversed first. The reversal sequence breaks the translational periodicity. The observation of the
C-shaped precursor inhomogeneities remains similar to the case of seven stripes (see Figure 10c).
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Figure 10. (a) Hysteresis loop for the system of eight stripes. (b) The configuration sequence when
starting from AF and (c) the configuration sequence when starting from FM. The AF configurations are
equivalent, no distinction AFu and AFd.

The switching that starts from the AF configuration green-violet reversed with respect to Figure 10b
is entirely analogous; the first reversed macrospin is the leftmost one, and the third-left remains as
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the last non-reversed. The reversal of the FM configuration involves more stages. One can see three
intermediate configurations in Figure 10c preserving the inversion symmetry.
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Figure 11. (a) Hysteresis loop for the system of eight ellipsoids. The configuration sequence when
starting (b) from AF and (c) from FM configuration.

The reversal sequence AF → FM for the ellipsoids (Figure 11b) resembles that for the stripes
except for the magnetization inhomogeneities. The latter make the hysteresis curve more rounded and
eventually narrower. The switching fields for the AF→ FM and FM→ -FM transition are very close in
the case of ellipsoids.

The comparison of the S-W model with micromagnetic simulations for the stripes and ellipsoids
(Figure 12) reveals analogous properties as for 7 particles with a particularly wide region of the AF
configuration, and the several-stage switching when started from FM with decreasing field for the
stripe system.
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in this section, upper panel: stripes, lower panel: ellipsoids. The leftmost (a,d) S-W model, the rightmost
(c,f) micromagnetic calculations, the central parts (b,e) comparison of both.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The study reveals the impact of the particle shapes, chain lengths and the approximations employed
on the switching mechanisms in selected 1D equidistant systems of macrospins. The elongation of the
particles in the direction perpendicular to the chain axis favors AF configuration as a ground state.
Once a FM configuration is reached with a strong enough applied field the ground state can only be
recovered in the S-W discrete spin model with strong enough ratio of dipolar to anisotropic interactions
and short-enough interparticle separation. The behavior has been obtained here with the parameters
corresponding to the stripes with the infinite chain length as a result of an artificial concentration of
the charge in one point. The recovery of the AF configuration when starting from an FM one in a real
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system may be a challenging task in the design of spintronic devices. The question of an appropriate
shape ensuring this behavior is still open.

A particularity of the reversal of the FM configuration in the infinite chain of stripes is the
occurrence of a tilted intermediate configuration with a nonvanishing longitudinal component of
magnetization. The component arises as a result of an inclination of the discrete spins in the S-W
model towards the chain axis which is a qualitative manifestation of an S-shaped inhomogeneity of
magnetization determined in the micromagnetic simulations. The inclination occurs with a decreasing
applied field as a spontaneous symmetry breaking analogous to a continuous phase transition.
The tilted configuration does not appear in the chains of ellipsoids where no visible inhomogeneities of
magnetization are discernable. Whereas the discrete S-W model reproduces qualitatively the reversal
of infinite chains, it fails to describe the FM→ FM reversals of finite chains. In particular the S-W
model infers a reversal initiated by the innermost macrospins, whereas the micromagnetic simulations
predict a reversal starting from the outermost particles. Moreover, the precursor inhomogeneities in
the stripe-shaped macrospins do not produce a longitudinal magnetization component but rather
exhibit C-shaped patterns growing at the chain extremities, with, however, no net deviation from the
axial magnetization. An extension of the discrete S-W model is, therefore needed. We have shown that
a distensibility introduced to the S-W model is not sufficient to account for the phenomenon at least in
the linear approximation. Works are now in progress to develop the minimal model adequate for the
switching of finite systems.
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